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Motivation

Moral Hazard due to Bailout Expectations? 

› Cannot simply regress risk-taking measures on 
bailouts

› Separate bad luck from bad behavior =>structural 
model

› Identifying covariates: political, supervisor,and 
banking market traits

› Can interventions mitigate moral hazard?



T=0: In every period t, bank i
chooses risk zit, which implies 
a probability P(zit) of distress 
(D=0,1), taking into account 
an expected probability πit of 
being bailed out when in 
distress.

D=1 (Distress)
T=1: The regulator learns 
that the bank is in 
distress and decides 
whether to bail out the 
bank or let it exit (I=0,1).

I=1 I=0

Sound (Business as usual)

1-P(zit) 

P(zit) = Pr.(D=1)

Bank exits

P(zit)

1-πitπit

Bank is bailed out

D=0

Economic Mechanism
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Definitions of events

› Sound: Business as usual (D=0)

› Distress: Regulator deems risk of bank so high, that 
without intervention it will cease as an ongoing 
concern.  (D=1)

› Interventions:

› Bailout: Equity capital has been injected into the 
bank. (I=1)

› Exit: Restructuring merger, or foreclosure. (I=0)
(In both cases the bank as an ongoing concern ceases to exist) 
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Econometric Specification

πit = E[Iit] = Φ(Xit-1α + Zit β) (bailout)

P(zit) = E[Dit] = Φ(γ πit + Xit-1 κ)  (distress)

› Main interest is in γ (moral hazard effect)

› Estimate using a two-step procedure

› Identification relies on exclusion restriction (Zit not in 
distress equation)



Sample



Results
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Economic Significance
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Alternative risk measures/ Robustness

Alternative risk measures as dependent in 2nd equation:
Z-Score, Non-performing Loan share (NPL), Tier-I capital ratios, Net 

Fixed Interest Rate Assets (NFIRA), Fixed Interest Rate Gap (FIRG)

Other robustness checks: 
Bank-Year clustering (biased std. errors?), OLS-OLS (pure 

identification?), bootstrap/maximum likelihood (generated 
regressor?), Subsample of banks in subtree (extrapolation?)

Ownership:
A number of subsamples: gov’t owned, local savings, publicly inc., etc.
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Can interventions reduce moral hazard?

Sound

Distressed

(See Table B2 for 
details)



Results Interventions
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Conclusion

› Increase in bailout expectations has economicly 
significant impact on risk taking.

› Interventions can help mitigate moral hazard, but 
only in the form of penalties or when directly 
addressing management.

› Warnings and restrictions seem less effective.
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